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Singles bubble! Your questions answered
Singles bubble start...in New South Wales on 31 July 2021. A very welcome relief for
those who’ve been living solo for the last month. We are being asked questions daily
about the increasingly complicated and lengthy health orders. They now span 36
pages! So here is a cheat sheet on the singles bubble.
Who can have a singles bubble?
You can have a bubble if you are the only adult in your home. This means single parents who
live just with their children can have a bubble. It does not, however, extend to people who feel
that their partner or housemate who has been acting like a child for the past few weeks.
Who can be in your bubble?
You can choose one person to be in your bubble. That person is called your visitor. Your
visitor doesn’t need to be a single themselves (although can be).
Choose wisely! A couple of important restrictions are:
A visitor can only be in one bubble. So you can’t be a visitor for multiple singles.
You only get one shot at choosing your visitor. If your Nan lives on her own she can’t
have a bubble with each grandchild.
If you live in one of the 8 restricted LGAs then your visitor must live within 5km of your
home.
Otherwise, your visitor must live outside those LGAs but within Greater Sydney.
What can happen in the bubble?
Home visits: Your visitor can come and visit you at your house. You can’t go to the home of
your visitor, meaning you can’t use the bubble as a way of visiting the family or housemates of
your visitor. If you are both singles (ie. each other’s visitors) then you can visit each other’s
home.
Carpooling: You can carpool with your visitor.
Questions? Give us a call.
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